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IN MOTOR SPORT, YOU CAN’T AFFORD
TO MAKE COMPROMISES, HE SAYS.
UNLESS YOU DON’T WANT TO WIN.

Winfried Kerschhaggl, Motor Sport Director KTM / WP

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
Being successful in motorcycle racing is like winning a marathon of 100-metre sprints. Because only if everyone on the team is performing at peak level can the rider do his best. That’s why Winfried Kerschhaggl,
Motor Sport Director KTM / WP, is so uncompromising when it comes to quality. “Promises aren’t enough.
I need to know that I can rely on someone absolutely.” Making the most exacting demands: that’s something MOTOREX also stands for. And why we are precisely the right partner for KTM. Find out more about
how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries to reap success: www.motorex.com
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Spring stirs at the motorcycle workshop —

Passion and innovation combined with a healthy dose of initiative are the
wings that will carry an enterprise through even in difficult economic
times.
The Americans like to say, “Make your customers say wow!” In Switzerland we tend to be more reserved, but I’m convinced that we want to
delight and excite our customers too. The way we Swiss do this has less to
do with boastful words and more with tried-and-true virtues such as
dependability, honesty, flexibility and quality consciousness. But “wowing”
customers also has a lot to do with loyalty and trust as well as with
willingness to learn from them.
I am asking you, our customers, to help us further improve our products
and services. Give us your feedback: what makes you say “wow”, and what
would you change? The experience of partnership with you is what gives
us the strength and the creative leeway we need to break through outdated ways of thinking and seek new, innovative solutions, like the products like we’re proud to introduce in this issue.
Let yourself be surprised by a world-first, our brand-new MOTOREX
TRESOR PMC®. Following an intensive development process, we have produced a water-miscible cooling lubricant concentrate for metalworking
that controls and limits bacterial growth with lasting effect using bioactive precious metals instead of biocides.
The new CAR LINE motor oils put you in pole position! In the CAR LINE we
offer a comprehensive solution that is both technically and economically
compelling.
For motorbike fans, after revamping our four-stroke motor oil line, we
have now also updated the two-stroke oils in our MOTO LINE to the latest
state of the art. And in so doing we have exceeded motorcycle and scooter
manufacturers’ quality recommendations.
You can always find something to get excited and say “wow!” about. Let
yourself get carried away!
Cordial greetings from Langenthal

bringing motorcycles out of winter storage
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Martin Basler
Head of Sales for Switzerland, Member of Management, Bucher AG Langenthal
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NEWS

MOTO LINE SPRAYS
GET NEW LOOK
That MOTOREX’s MOTO LINE sprays are currently best sellers in the motorbike market all over the world is in large part due to the ongoing process
of innovation that they have been subject to over the years. Applying a
philosophy of “less is more”, the packaging has been given a more contemporary and less cluttered look. Along with the recently made-over motor oil
containers, the MOTO LINE sprays now project a striking, uniform image.
easier for customers at the sales point to spot the product that exactly

MOTOREX HOLDS
INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CAMP

meets their needs. Sounds like the opening of a new chapter in the MOTO

The recent MOTOREX INTERNATIONAL TRAINING course

LINE success story.

attracted some 100 of MOTOREX AG’s business partners

Clear visual communication and the new 25-language label make it even

from 24 countries. The two-day training program was
devoted to the highly specialized subject of industrial
lubrication technology and delivered up-to-the-minute
knowledge on all products, processes and directives. The
attendees’ lively interest and the many interesting questions asked during the workshops confirmed that information and training activities of this kind are an important part of MOTOREX’s successful market presence. The
industry insiders from all over the world also made the
most of the event as an opportunity for extensive experience- and knowledge-sharing.

MOTOREX AT TRADE SHOWS IN 2010

READY-TO-USE
COOLANTS IN
ONE-LITER BOTTLES

MOTOREX made its first trade show appearance of the still
young 2010 at Swiss-Moto in Zurich. This year the company
wowed attendees with such completely new products as the
two-stroke motor oils in its revolutionary RACING LINE and its
revamped MOTO LINE spray range.
The International Motor Show in Geneva kicked off this year’s
“automotive spring”. The new range of CAR LINE motor oils
put MOTOREX in pole position at the 80th Geneva show. It’s
always a pleasure to welcome you to our exhibit!

TRADE SHOW/LOCATION

FIELD(S)

DATE

Medi Siams, Moutier/CH
EPMT, Lausanne/CH
Eurobike, Friedrichshafen/D
AMB, Stuttgart/D
Utilexpo, Geneva/CH
Intermot, Cologne/D
Auto Zürich, Zurich/CH
Prodex, Basel/CH

Manufacturing/automation
Industry/watchmaking/microtech.
Int’l bicycle fair
Manufacturing/metalworking
Commercial vehicles
Int’l motorbike and scooter fair
Cars
Manufacturing/metalworking

May 4 – 8
June 8 – 11
Sept. 1 – 4
Sept. 28 – October 2
October 7 – 9
October 6 – 10
November 11 – 14
November 16 – 20
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In the last issue of MOTOREX magazine
we ran a feature on all the different
demands placed on modern antifreezes. Now, with the travel season
nearly upon us, MOTOREX is launching its radiator protection fluids in
premixed, ready-to-use format. From
spring 2010 MOTOREX COOLANT G30
and COOLANT G48 will be available
in newly designed one-liter bottles,
ready to pour in whenever they’re
required and without the need to add
other protection products. Apart from
these practical benefits, the new
format means there is no detriment
to the product properties. These are
carefully geared to the system in
question because radiator protection
products must always comply with
the vehicle manufacturer’s specifications. MOTOREX’s technical customer
service will be happy to tell you more.

MOTOREX TV ADS
ON EUROSPORT
MOTOREX has recently launched a
series of TV ads as part of its ongoing
brand support efforts. The ads can be
seen on Swiss TV channels and during
coverage of the Superbike World
Championship on Eurosport, Europe’s
leading sports broadcaster. The ads
will be reaching a potential target audience of over 115 million households.
Interest focuses not only on the breathtaking action (the first race was held
in Australia on February 28), but also
on the wide-ranging information on
technological advances. Eurosport
offers viewers reports, interviews,
team portraits, technical information
and a whole lot more in twenty languages. This makes the channel the
ideal arena for MOTOREX to demonstrate its prowess as a lubricants
provider and partner to the Reitwagen
BMW Superbike team.
We wish everyone
exciting racing and
viewing!

FOR RACERS ONLY:
MOTOREX RACING LINE
MOTOREX has been successfully supplying race-quality lubricants to many
top racing teams for decades now. This wealth of experience has combined
with the company’s ongoing product development activities to produce the
new RACING LINE, a range of products capable of delivering results that are
outstanding in every way. These special formulations are designed exclusively for use on the racing circuit. By launching the RACING LINE, MOTOREX
is giving the racing community direct access to its lubricant expertise.
The MOTOREX RACING LINE comprises two fully synthetic motor oils
(SAE 0W/40 und 15W/50), one gear oil and one brake fluid. The products,
which were developed by the specialists in MOTOREX’s racing laboratory,
incorporate the highest performance and quality standards. This philosophy
is reflected in the attractive premium packaging and characteristic racing
label. Go for it!

MOTOREX IS NEW LUBRICATION PARTNER
TO 7 MAJOR CAR MAKERS IN SWITZERLAND
Since the beginning of this year MOTOREX has been the official lubrication
partner to Subaru, Suzuki, Mitsubishi, Kia, Daihatsu, Jaguar and Land Rover
in Switzerland. This gives the relationship of trust that many agents for these
makes have long enjoyed with MOTOREX an extra, official dimension.
In addition to a comprehensive product range, all MOTOREX customers will
benefit from the advice provided by MOTOREX’s experts. Furthermore,
their lubricant sales will now also count towards their spare parts targets.
A perfect deal!
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MOTOR OIL

START FROM

POLE POSITION!
MOTOREX’s newly launched CAR LINE of motor oils is the shape of things
to come, both technically and economically. These products put you in
pole position.

Hardly a day goes by without new automotive engi-

BUILT-IN COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

neering technologies finding their way into mass

In the fiercely contested automotive industry, service

production. And manufacturer's specifications for

shop performance and maintenance work can have a

motor oil are growing more exacting just as rapidly.

major impact on margins. In response, the developers of

One example is the implementation of the ACEA 2008

the CAR LINE products have addressed not only technical aspects, but also economic considerations. The 2010

CAR LINE: even greater customer beneﬁts

CAR LINE offers MOTOREX partners even greater customer benefits through

sequence. These new standards were the main technical driver behind the improvements in the product
range. Following a systematic update, the more tightly
focused product range now com-

by application
• further enhancement of performance levels
(applications)

prises 20 motor oils rather than 24.

• greater added value for garage operators

This was achieved by combining

• state-of-the-art technical specifications (ACEA 2008)

several performance grades, mean-

• new package design with information

ing the same lubricant now offers

on specifications printed on the front

professional protection for more
than one performance class.
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• a clearly organized product range that is categorized

THE PRODUCTS AND PERFORMANCE CLASSES OF THE LATEST CAR LINE MOTOR OILS
MOTOREX XPERIENCE
Top-of-the-line oils

• passion & emotion
• fully synthetic
• top quality and performance level
• for the most stringent performance reserve and reliability demands

MOTOREX SELECT
Exclusive universal oils

• power & performance
• synthetic performance
• widest range of applications
• fleet oil

MOTOREX TOPAZ
Economical standard oils

• semi-synthetic
• price/performance/quality
• balanced performance package

MOTOREX PROFILE
Manufacturer-specific low-emission oils

• low emission
• synthetic performance
• diesel particle filter
• low-ash formulas
• reduces emissions

MOTOREX CONCEPT
Manufacturer-specific fuel economy oils

• fuel economy
• reduces emissions
• best high-lubricity viscosity

Ask your MOTOREX partner for the newly published CAR LINE product catalog.

THE NEW MOTOREX CAR LINE: LEADING TECHNOLOGY, PIONEERING QUALITY

There’s room in any car’s trunk for a practical MOTOREX
one-liter bottle with built-in dispenser, neatly packed in
an oil bag and secured with a velcro strap.

Many integrated services such as oil-change labels and
engine compartment stickers are an essential part of the
product for garage operators.

THE FIVE PERFORMANCE CLASSES

The ongoing work of developing and improving motor

Whether you’re looking for a motor oil with LowAsh

oils for cars reflects the Swiss lubricant company’s per-

technology for modern passenger car diesel engines, one

fectionist philosophy. Garage operators who offer CAR

for sporty, high-performance power plants, or one for

LINE motor oil can always depend on these things:

older, high-mileage vehicles, your MOTOREX partner can

• meeting specifications keeps the manufacturer’s

provide it along with valuable services and expert advice.
The current CAR LINE comprises five performance classes

warranty in place
• a wide range of free services such as professional oil

with products in a wide range of viscosities and package

analysis by the customer service; service and engine

sizes.

compartment stickers and display materials are
available

QUALITY AND EXPERTISE COUNT

• a range of high-tech motor oils under ongoing

Lubricant needs can vary widely depending on the

development for every quality and price segment

vehicle fleet and clientele that a workshop serves. The

• the “Made in Switzerland” label means high accep-

quality of the motor oil used and the producer's exper-

tance and a positive image among customers.

tise and image have been shown to be significantly
more important than price. In each case the broad, state-

Do you have any questions about motor oil?

of-the-art CAR LINE range offers the ideal motor oil for

Your regional MOTOREX representative can give you a

every performance and price level.

quick and competent answer. •
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REPORT

Ladybugs (the Coccinellidae family of beetles) eat up 50 greenfly a day. These useful beetles are also bred for use in biological
pest control. TRESOR PMC® has taken its cue from this model provided by nature.

FIGHTING BACTERIA WITH PRECIOUS METAL:

The Green Revolution
MOTOREX TRESOR PMC®
Water-miscible cooling lubricants are a crucially important element of demanding
metal machining processes. In nature, life cannot exist without water – but the
water, mineral oil and emulsifiers used in machine tools can turn them into ideal
incubators for bacteria and fungi. Up to now, chemicals such as boron, amines,
fungicides or bactericides have had to be regularly used to check this persistent growth.
The need for such “chemical bludgeons” is now over! MOTOREX presents a world
first: SWISSCOOL TRESOR PMC® (Precious Metal Catalyst) – the first cooling lubricant
concentrate that impedes and sustainably limits bacterial growth using bioactive
precious metals instead of biocides.
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Many areas of science and technology, including human
medicine, use the antibacterial effect of precious metals:
with TRESOR PMC®, MOTOREX has succeeded in integrating this technology into an innovative cooling lubricant
with long-term action.

MOTOREX TRESOR PMC® – the green drum and what it holds take metal
machining to new dimensions!

Drilling, milling, turning and grinding – machining

HOW PMC® TECHNOLOGY WORKS

operations that send swarf flying everywhere call for

When the coolant circuit of a machine tool is filled with

heavy-duty cooling and lubrication. Cooling lubricant is

MOTOREX TRESOR PMC®, a precious metal catalyst – the

flooded over the tool and workpiece. Water mixed with

patented BacCrack® from MOTOREX – hunts down and

finely dispersed droplets of oil forms an emulsion that

eradicates bacteria. Tiny particulates of precious metal

effectively cools and reduces friction. These emulsions

that are invisible to the naked eye float suspended in the

also contain additives that ensure optimum cutting

cooling lubricant flow. Bacteria that these particulates

performance and high-quality surface finishes.

encounter along the way are promptly destroyed by
catalytic action. Thanks to these ever-present, finely dis-

Ingress of foulants carried by raw materials, leakage oil

persed precious metal catalysts, undesirable bacteria

and other impurities promotes the growth of micro-

populations never have a chance. Machine operators

organisms in the emulsion circuit. This results in noxious

can breathe a deep of sigh of relief. And because precious

odors, corrosion, sediment and deposits, etc., that neces-

metal always remains a precious metal, its catalytic

sitate changing the coolant fluid. Up until now, the only

effect does not weaken over time, a feature that signi-

truly effective means of countering such coolant degra-

ficantly lengthens coolant life.

dation were stabilizers such as fungicides and bacterienvironment. This is why the use of such problematic

INTENSIVE RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT

substances has become the subject of broad debate

Chemists and engineers at MOTOREX, working in col-

worldwide and faces growing, justifiable challenges

laboration with external biologists and led by the expe-

from the workplace in particular.

rienced MOTOREX industrial specialist Dr. Stefan Maric,

cides which, however, pose hazards for humans and the

invested numerous man-years to achieve this exciting
new development. Beginning with the initial idea and
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REPORT CONTINUED

With its innovative TRESOR PMC® (Precious Metal Catalyst)
cooling lubricant concentrate, MOTOREX has achieved
a world first in the metalworking industry. The emulsion
underwent years of exhaustive testing, and has won over
leading experts and shop-floor machinists alike.

The results of bacterial colonization tests conducted on
cooling lubricants are clearly visible in the culture
growth medium: the weak bacterial colonization on the
right (TRESOR PMC®) contrasts starkly with the heavy
colonization on the left (conventional cooling lubricant).

continuing through development and comprehensive

further enhanced by the generally low concentrations

field testing all the way to the finished product, every

required, the resultant beneficially low rate of concen-

aspect of this new development was examined and all

tration adjustment, and improved tool life. What is

relevant perspectives were closely scrutinized, from

more, cost-effectiveness is sustainably improved thanks

strict occupational health regulations and ecological

to significantly lower lubricant consumption, a reduced

sustainability to the demands for high-tech perfor-

maintenance requirement and the fact that supplemen-

mance in machine tools. The formula for MOTOREX

tary chemical additives are no longer needed.

TRESOR PMC® contains no substances that are hazarding lubricant entirely

COMPREHENSIVE FIELD TESTING
WITH CUSTOMERS

• boron-free

Following successful field testing in 2007, entire manu-

• bactericide-free

facturing centers belonging to innovative customers in

• fungicide-free

Switzerland and abroad were filled with TRESOR PMC®.

• amine-free, and

It goes without saying that, by that point in time, TRESOR

• chlorine-free,

PMC® had already successfully passed all clinical tests

it has also been ranked in the product category least haz-

and met all the objectives specified by its developers.

ardous to water quality, Water Hazard Class 1. This in-

The number of systems using TRESOR PMC® grew quick-

novative formula already satisfies the even more strin-

ly, as even our most discerning customers were immedi-

gent EU biocide regulations scheduled to come into force

ately convinced by the innovative concept. Demand

as of 2014.

swiftly increased worldwide.

GROUNDBREAKING PERFORMANCE
AS WELL

NEWLY ERECTED PRODUCTION
FACILITIES

One of the specifications driving development work was

The sophisticated product formula of TRESOR PMC® re-

that absolutely no compromise could be made in manu-

quires specialized installations and carefully monitored

facturing performance. Field testing more than con-

processes. MOTOREX invested in new production facili-

firmed that this innovative product guarantees very

ties with online monitoring capabilities which are used

high cutting performance and very long tool life, and

exclusively to produce TRESOR PMC®. This serves to en-

thus stands entirely on a par with MOTOREX’s other,

sure reliable, industrial-scale production of large quanti-

well-known SWISSCOOL products. Its performance is

ties and reproducible process programming. •

ous to humans or the environment. Not only is this cool-
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IMPROVED PERFORMANCE VALUES WITH
TRESOR PMC®

LONG-TERM STABILITY

AVERAGE
CONCENTRATION

150%

200%

150%

0%

0%

50%

100%
= base

55%
TRESOR
PMC® 6%

100%

TRESOR PMC®

100%

Predecessor
product

50%

100%
TRESOR PMC®

100%

100%

Predecessor product
Concentration 11%

200%

120%

Predecessor
product

When machining this stainlesssteel component, Lars Schmäder,
head of the machining workshop
at Enz Technik AG in Giswil, noticed
marked improvements on several
machining parameters when working
with TRESOR PMC®:

0%

TRESOR PMC® IS A HIT WITH CUSTOMERS
The MOTOREX Research and Development project team documented all day-to-day production parameters from real-life use by customers
and industry specialists, including cooling, filtration, concentration adjustment rates, occupational exposure to germs and machine hygiene.
The results were extremely gratifying. Here are just a few testimonials from the extensive positive feedback:

PERFORMANCE Excellent cutting performance.
“After introducing TRESOR PMC®, the service life of the indexable inserts improved by an incredible 20% compared to the
predecessor product. The cooling lubricant also came through a three-week shutdown over the holiday season problem-free.
We were also able to sustainably reduce cooling lubricant concentration levels.“
Lars Schmäder, head of the machining workshop, Enz Technik AG, Giswil

SKIN COMPATIBILITY Free of boric acids, amines and microbiocides.
“Ever since I started working with the innovative TRESOR PMC® cooling lubricant, my skin problems have disappeared – this
is a fabulous improvement!”
Anna Petrovic, employee, Wandfluh Hydraulics & Electronics, Frutigen

THE FUTURE IS NOW Technology harboring good future perspectives. (The full interview online at: www.motorex.com/tresor)
“I see good future opportunities for a cooling lubricant such as TRESOR PMC®, which is free of problematic substances and
inhibits germ growth by natural means. This has been proved in comprehensive tests at reference production sites. I have already
amply alluded to the possible risks posed by biocides in use today, and the cost factor for such products that necessitate back-end
monitoring and processing is the object of increasingly critical focus.”
Michael Rocker, chemical engineer, Berufsgenossenschaft Metall Nord Süd (BGM), Mainz, Germany

BG

TOOL LIFE High long-term stability and substantially extended tool life.
“Precision drilling of camshaft bearing bores is an acid test by which we can measure the quality of a cooling lubricant.
Many cooling lubricants fail the test owing to their lack of lubricating effect. TRESOR PMC® scored double points in this
regard, because not only did it perform the task outstandingly, it succeeded in doing so at an extremely low concentration
level of 6%.”
Dirk Sellmer, head of testing and development, MAPAL Dr. Kress KG, Aalen, Germany
HARD WATER STABILITY Suitable for use with water of any hardness.
“We work with hard water from the municipal mains system and nevertheless achieve excellent emulsion stability with no
calcium soap formation. What is more, we have been able to reduce cooling lubricant concentration from 15 to 7% with no loss
of quality, even in very demanding machining processes!”
Bernhard Münger, head of the machining department, Ernst Roser AG, Berne

COST-EFFECTIVENESS Very good flow characteristics.
“We succeeded in lowering our concentration adjustment rate, and with it consumption by our 9,000-liter system, from 1.5 to 0.8%.
The lubricant runs off the workpiece and swarf very well.”
Jürg Haltiner, owner of Rätia Mechanik AG, Felsberg
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INSIDE

Over 500 different MOTOREX products are currently kept in stock at the main MOTOREX distribution centre.
Within 48 hours or less these goods will be delivered to a MOTOREX customer somewhere in Germany.

LOGISTICS HAT TRICK
FOR MOTOREX DEUTSCHLAND AG
Since MOTOREX Deutschland AG was established early this year,
all MOTOREX industrial customers in Germany have been supplied
from one MOTOREX distribution centre. The benefits: simpler
and faster logistics and more capable distribution thanks to a direct
line to the factory.
Before, a regional importer in Germany had to import

kinds on behalf of distribution partners for all indus-

and arrange shipping for every delivery. Since the start

trial customers in Germany. A direct presence in Ger-

of this year MOTOREX industrial customers have en-

many reflects the importance of Germany as a market

joyed the wide-ranging benefits of the new distribution

for MOTOREX. The new approach to logistics offers

strategy.

MOTOREX industrial partners advantages such as

THE SUBSIDIARY:
MOTOREX DEUTSCHLAND AG

• enhanced delivery capabilities for

Since January 1, 2010 MOTOREX has not only operated

• faster response times and 48-hour delivery

its own distribution center for industrial lubricants, but

throughout Germany

also its own sales subsidiary in the form of MOTOREX

• reduced administrative overhead

Deutschland AG. Under the direction of site manager

• no customs and change barriers

Stefan Remhof, the subsidiary handles orders, prepares

• enhanced cost efficiency

quotes and provides information and services of all

12

a comprehensive product range

Distribution partner, industrial lubricants North
ivk Ketzer GmbH
Holstenhofweg 56
D-22043 Hamburg
Tel. +49 40 7338920
Fax +49 40 7338770
info@ivk-hamburg.de

NORTH

FS GmbH

Distribution partner, industrial lubricants Central
FS GmbH
Philipp-Reis-Strasse 16
D-64404 Bickenbach
Tel. +49 6257-99813-00
Fax +49 6257 99813-10
info@fsfiltergmbh.de
Distribution partner, industrial lubricants South
Bürk-Kauffmann GmbH
Neuffenstrasse 27-29
D-78056 Villingen-Schwenningen
Tel. +49 7720-6924-0
Fax +49 7720-6924-90
info@buerk-kauffmann.de

CENTRAL

Stefan Remhof heads the highly
motivated team at MOTOREX
Deutschland AG. The MOTOREX
plant in Langenthal is just a few
hours away from the German
center.

SOUTH

Who's in charge where? See “Industrie-Deutschland” at www.motorex.de
for a list of partners by postcode.

Advice and customer service
MOTOREX DEUTSCHLAND AG
Bismarckstrasse 28
D-69198 Schriesheim b. Heidelberg
Tel. +49 6203 9577 877
Fax +49 6203 9577 879
motorexde@motorex.com

Heidelberg, is now the distribution, logistics and tech-

STATE-OF-THE-ART
DISTRIBUTION CENTRE

nical support hub for Germany.

Some 500 different MOTOREX products are kept in

MOTOREX Deutschland AG, based in Schriesheim near

stock at the main MOTOREX warehouse in Freiburg im

THREE STRONG REGIONAL
DISTRIBUTION PARTNERS

Breisgau. The centre is operated by a leading logistics

Distribution will now be carried out directly by three

infrastructure. Outbound shipments are automatically

experienced MOTOREX distribution partners and a sub-

reported to the MOTOREX plant in Langenthal and re-

stantially expanded sales team. MOTOREX has entered

stocked within a few days. What’s more, a track-and-

into close partnerships for the North, Central and South

trace system monitors the current location of each

regions (see map) with these distributors. Customers

shipment. The centralized logistics and the resulting

will be able to place orders and request support services

savings in administrative overheads represent a per-

either from the MOTOREX partner for their region or di-

manent boost in competitiveness, laying a foundation

rectly from MOTOREX Deutschland. Prompt delivery is

on which MOTOREX can accelerate and sustain busi-

assured directly from the central MOTOREX warehouse

ness development in the German market for years to

for Germany.

come. •
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TOPIC

NEW AND IMPROVED:
MOTO LINE TWO-STROKE MOTOR OILS
Following the recent update of its four-stroke motor oil product range,
MOTOREX has now systematically improved its MOTO LINE two-stroke
motor oils as well. The products have been reformulated in line with the
latest requirements (JASO, LowEmission, etc.) and have been given an
improved label design and information structure.
For MOTOREX, continual innovation in lubricant tech-

latest generation of raw materials. An overview of the

nology and a profound knowledge of each market seg-

most important innovations:

ment are constants that have secured the Swiss family
business a strong position in its fiercely contested mar-

• new or updated formulas

kets for decades. Since technical progress should also be

• latest additives and raw materials

communicated to the consumer visually, the new gen-

• further improvements in catalytic converter

eration of two-stroke motor oils has been updated in
several areas at the same time.

compatibility
• reduced emissions (CO, HC, particles)
• lowSmoke formulas throughout

TECHNICAL ADVANCES

• minimal combustion residues (soot)

Technical requirements were analyzed in close collabo-

• performance enhancements throughout the entire

ration with various specialists and engine manufacturers. This was no easy matter, since the motorcycle
industry finds predicting the future especially difficult

recommendations

when it comes to two-stroke engines. The insights

• meets the JASO M345 standard (depending on product)

gained were used by MOTOREX's tribologists to refor-

• meets JASO FD, FC/API TC standards (depending on

mulate the product range, updating the oils using the
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product line
• exceeds motorbike and scooter manufacturers’

product)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

FOR PRE-MIX
AND SEPARATE
LUBRICATION

•

CATALYTIC
CONVERTER
TESTED

LOW SMOKE

60 L

200 L

25 L

•

4L

•

1L

(SMALL ENGINES)

MOPED

SCOOTER

ATV QUAD

ROAD

PRODUCT

OFF ROAD

MOTOREX TWO-STROKE MOTOR OILS

FULLY SYNTHETIC
•

POWER SYNT 2T

•
•

CROSS POWER 2T

•

•
•

SCOOTER FORZA 2T

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

SEMI SYNTHETIC
•

FORMULA 2T

•
•

SCOOTER 2T

•
•

TWO STROKE 2T

•

•

•

•

•

•

Photo: KTM

The many innovations that MOTOREX has incorporated into the new generation of MOTO LINE two-stroke motor oils will sustain the strong
market position of the bestsellers from Langenthal well into the future.

LESS IS MORE: THE CONCEPT
By stripping things down to the essentials, the product
managers cut the product line from eight different twostroke motor oils to six. The design was freshened up and
visually aligned with the different segments and target
markets. Retail packages feature clear and self-explanatory information. The color code applied to four-stroke
lubricants to distinguish the different performance levels (fully synthetic = red and semi-synthetic = yellow)
was also adopted.

LABELS IN 25 LANGUAGES
An increase in the number of languages on the labels

Using the latest additives in the new formulas has sharply reduced smoking
and combustion residues.

from 14 to 25 means that all of Europe is now covered.
The new languages include many from the eastern part
of Europe. When the consumer can find the information
he’s looking for in his native language on the label, it
makes it easier for him to make his choice at the point
of sale. •

Reformulated fully synthetic POWER
SYNT 2T motor oil for sporty twostroke road motorcycles replaces the
RACING POWER 2T product.
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MOTOREX’s lubrication technology specialists are also experts in the latest
generation of high-tech additives.
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EXPORT

A1 Accessory Imports in Queensland near Brisbane recently moved into new, ultra-modern premises – a reflection
of the company’s strong technical affinity with the high-quality products it sells.

OIL OF SWITZERLAND

FOR DOWN UNDER
For A1 Accessory in Queensland to be precise, not far from Brisbane on
Australia’s east coast, where the Rogers family has been importing and
distributing high-quality motorcycle parts and accessories since 1986.
And they naturally have the “best oil” sent to them from the other side
of the world.
When Noel Rogers started his business nearly 25 years

A1 ACCESSORY DELIVERS SOLUTIONS

ago, it was for one compelling reason. To find quality

A1 Accessory exclusively imports and distributes tech-

spare parts for Japanese and European bikes that could

nical components for street and off-road motorcycles,

handle the extreme conditions of the Australian Out-

serving 1500 customers all over Australia. To serve

back.

the entire country, the Rogers team depends on reliable
partners. Customers including many name-brand deal-
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The young entrepreneur sensed an opportunity and

ers are supplied together with two distribution centers,

was able to fill a gap in the market. But the real secret

one based in Victoria (Birdman Motorcycle Accessories)

of his success lay within: a fascination with motor-

and one based in Western Australia (Cycle Products

cycles. With passion and astute business mind he

West). A1’s overnight service, using a courier service

began importing a wide range of parts from all over

that operates throughout Australia, is especially val-

the world, though his business was tiny at first. By

ued. “Our product range is designed to offer motorcycle

doing so Noel soon made a name for himself on the

dealers the best solution, as completely, quickly and

market, building a reputation for solution-driven

easily as possible”, says Jason Rogers, the company’s

ideas and actions.

CEO since 2004.

Making sure you’re seen and remembered is part of the Australian way of marketing.
That’s why there’s no chance of anyone missing the pick-up trucks belonging
to Victoria-based distribution partner Birdman Motorcycle Accessories.

Jason Rogers (third from right) with his team: “Team spirit is hugely important
at A1 Accessory because we can only take giant strides if we work together”,
asserts the company’s CEO.

LUBRICATION UNDER EXTREME
CONDITIONS

One thing that’s especially important when dealing with

MOTOREX first drew attention down under because so

Australia is known for. Every day the team brings to life

many successful world-class motorcycle racing teams

the ideal expressed in the company’s mission statement,

use MOTOREX lubricants. There may be no other coun-

to be “the friendly people from A1 Accessory”. The result:

try in the world where motorbike lubrication and care is

steady sales growth and plenty of enthusiastic MOTOREX

more important than in Australia. Many roads are un-

customers! • www.A1accessory.com.au

Australian customers is friendliness – a natural trait that

paved, and the red sand with its high iron content and
powdered-sugar consistency can be devastating on machinery. Once the dust creeps into a bike’s moving parts,
wear and costly damage are guaranteed. A1 Accessory
has been successfully importing the complete MOTOREX
MOTO LINE to Australia since 2004 and is the technical
sponsor of numerous motor sport teams.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE AS A STRATEGY
The entire team’s high level of technical expertise is
another unequalled success factor. Five salespeople,
most of them trained motorcycle mechanics, call on
customers and offer advice. Another ten people work in
the back office and in distribution. The company recently
moved into a new, spacious warehouse with plenty of
space for growth and an expanded product range.
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PRACTICE

SPRING STIRS
AT THE MOTORCYCLE WORKSHOP
Traditionally, motorbike season lasts from spring to late autumn. If you
prepared your bike properly for storage last winter, it won’t take long to
get it back into riding shape with no fear of misfires. Here are a few tips
and product recommendations from a professional mechanic.
The effort of properly preparing a motorbike for winter

Wheels/tires

storage pays off in the spring. Marc Gosteli, assistant

Reduce excess tire pressure, check tread depth and age

shop manager for Hess Motorrad AG, specialists in

(no more than six years), inspect for flat spots or other

Harley Davidson, Ducati, Triumph and MV Agusta, in

damage.

Ostermundigen near Berne in Switzerland, agrees.

Chain

FIRST
THE TECHNICAL SIDE…

Check tension, inspect chain and sprocket for wear.

We all have our own routines. The approach Marc

CLEAN and lubricate with CHAINLUBE.

If not done before the winter break, clean with CHAIN

Gosteli and his team take is to deal with the technical
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aspects first, then turn their attention to cleaning

Fluid level check

and care. It’s best to define segments and go through

Change the motor oil if it wasn’t done in the autumn.

them item by item. In general, it’s always a good

Check all lubricant (engine and, where applicable,

idea to follow the directions and settings in the

gears, primary and final drive) and coolant levels as

owner’s manual and manufacturer’s technical docu-

well as brake and clutch fluid (change at one-year

mentation.

intervals).

Whether you’re polishing metal and chrome surfaces or lubricating your chain to professional
standards, the MOTOREX MOTO LINE is there for all your motorbike's needs.

Marc Gosteli is keen to emphasize the
important safety aspects of bringing a
motorbike out of winter storage properly.

Basic cleaning

TIPP
Use PROTECT & SHINE to
clean the inner fork tube
so dried-on insects or
tar-coated grains of sand
won’t damage the fork’s oil
seals the first time the
suspension compresses.

MOTO CLEAN 900 is a gentle cleaner for any bike, regardless of whether it’s gleaming with chrome, has only
matte-black surfaces or is fitted with classy carbon
components. The important thing is to always spray it
on while the bike is cold and leave it to work for the
time specified on the container. Thin (50/50) before
applying to carbon or polished aluminum parts. Water
will roll off after washing. To speed drying, blow water
out of crevices and rub down with a microfiber cloth.
Always let the engine warm up after cleaning.

Electrical system
Check the battery (charge, acid level and terminal oxi-

Detailing

dation) – you can keep the battery properly charged by

PROTECT & SHINE is an insider tip from the pros. This

hooking up a float charger over the winter. Switch the

spray for universal application restores shine to metal

lights on and off, check brake lights while actuating the

and chrome parts and provides effective protection

front and rear brakes. Don't forget the horn and the

against corrosion. It also spruces up rubber, plastic and

number plate light!

leather! Use CLEAN & POLISH and a little extra elbow
grease on all metal, plastic and painted surfaces for a

Fuel system

lasting streak-free shine. To care for rubber parts Marc

An absolutely essential step before putting a bike

Gosteli uses tried-and-true SILICONE spray.

away for the winter is to fill the tank and top off with
a fuel additive to absorb water and prevent oxidation.

CHROME POLISH keeps aficionados of impeccably cared-

MOTOREX FUEL STABILIZER is a fuel anti-oxidant that

for metal and chrome surfaces happy. This high-gloss

absorbs water and protects the system against rust

polish for chrome, stainless steel and aluminum cleans,

and corrosion. If a fuel additive was not used, any

polishes and protects surfaces. For example, it removes

water in the system must be drained and the carbu-

burnt rubber from exhaust pipes and leaves an ultra-

retor float chambers cleaned.

thin, invisible glossy protective layer on surfaces after
cleaning.

Marc Gosteli generally inspects all externally visible
moving parts. He also feels them to make sure they’re

Once you’ve polished your bike until it gleams, it’s time

properly attached and to find out if they need lubri-

to look at your helmet. HELMET CARE cleans and pleas-

cating (INTACT MX50).

antly deodorizes your helmet’s inner padding and can
also be used to care for its shell. VISO CLEAN cleaning

… THEN CLEANING AND CARE

cloths are ideal for a clean, condensation-free visor. And

When it comes to cleaning and caring for motorcycles,

now all that's left to do is hit the road again! •

professional mechanics look for products that are easy to
apply and give a quick, lasting shine. And that's just what
the MOTOREX MOTO LINE care products aim to provide.
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Photo: Victorinox AG

Photo: Schneeberger Maschinen AG, Roggwil

INDUSTRY

From micro to macro: Today’s grinding applications are practically unlimited. Examples include flute grinding (above)
and grinding a wide range of tools for the latest Swiss Army Knife.

A PERFECT FINISH:

SWISSGRIND ZOOM SYNT
Grinding is a discipline that has to be mastered down to the last detail.
All the elements – grinding centre, grinding wheel and grinding oil –
have to be absolutely right for each other if top quality is to be achieved
cost-efficiently. MOTOREX’s SWISSGRIND ZOOM SYNT sets a new standard
in grinding oils.
Whether it's external or internal grinding, creep-feed

HIGH PERFORMANCE
IN LIQUID FORM

grinding, pendulum sharpening or gear grinding, in ev-

SWISSGRIND ZOOM SYNT is a colorless, chlorine- and

ery grinding process the grinding oil is exposed to the

aromatic compound-free grinding oil that has been

forces that exist between the workpiece and the grind-

formulated for the most demanding applications. Its

ing wheel. The demands imposed by new, ever-faster

exceptional cooling and flushing characteristics are

machining processes are growing exponentially, and so,

especially welcome in grinding processes that involve

as a result, are the demands on the grinding oil that is

removing large quantities of material. As a result, the

used. MOTOREX ZOOM SYNT was developed to meet the

cutting grains of grinding wheels remain clear and

demands of the latest production techniques. Its high

abrasive. The fluid is also gentle on the skin and odor-

performance and cost efficiency have made it a winner

less, with minimal oil mist and foam formation.

Grinding applications are more diverse than ever.

ever since it was first launched.
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Photo: Oertli Werkzeuge AG, Höri/ZH

“In practice, ZOOM SYNT is especially nice to work with
because it makes handling easier. It is highly transparent,
allowing a direct view of the workpiece and the machining
process. It also drains quickly and doesn’t leave a sticky
surface. This reduces the amount of cleaning substantially.”
Marius Pilarek, Reversible Blade Production
OERTLI Werkzeuge AG, Höri, Canton Zurich

Circular saw blades with carbide steel cutting edges are sharpened
at OERTLI Werkzeuge AG in Höri, Canton Zurich. The company gets
outstanding machining results with MOTOREX ZOOM SYNT.

ADVANTAGES OF ZOOM SYNT

faster and measurably boosts productivity. Special in-

• suitable for all grinding wheel types and grinding

hibitors also efficiently protect the tools against wear.

processes
• “Synthetic Performance” grinding oil containing no
aromatic compounds
• miscible with synthetic PAO (polyalphaolephine)
grinding oils
• up to 30% more cost-effective than synthetic
grinding oils
• excellent filterability using edge-split or other
filtration systems
• high flash point of > 160 °C reduces fire risk
• used and recommended by machine tool and filter

SWISSGRIND ZOOM SYNT

APPLICATIONS

Carbide metal, sintered carbide
HSS (high speed steel)
Prevents cobalt leaching

•
•
•

GRINDING APPLICATIONS

APPLICATIONS

External/internal grinding
Centerless grinding
Thread/flute grinding
Resharpening/regrinding
Pendulum sharpening/gear grinding

•
•
•
•
•

system manufacturers

TECHNOLOGY PAYS OFF

BROAD RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
ENSURES FLEXIBILITY

MOTOREX ZOOM SYNT is extremely stable under pres-

Notably aging-resistant and versatile, ZOOM SYNT

sure, making it possible to carry out controlled metal-

grinding oil provides unprecedented flexibility for the

removing operations under any circumstances. The re-

demanding user and is ideal for the most complex ap-

sult is top-quality surface characteristics in all materials.

plications. From one-off projects to mass production

Its outstanding cooling performance also prevents dis-

with all tools and all materials, the SWISSGRIND product

coloration of the metals. This exceptionally low-viscosi-

range has the right grinding oil.

ty aromatic-free grinding oil (ISO VG 7) provides optimum material compatibility and flushes swarf from

Technical Customer Service or your MOTOREX partner

even the tightest of grooves.

will be glad to provide further information for all
grinding applications. •

The pioneering new combination of additives in ZOOM
SYNT allows many grinding processes to be performed
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BOX
Most people associate the spirited, vivacious Brazilians

A MOTOREX fan through and through, Jaime’s freshly

with Rio's carnival or with films that play out before the

pressed green and black MOTOREX Racing T-shirt was a

backdrop of the world-famous Sugarloaf mountain

convenient choice for one of his first training sessions.

SURFIN’ BRASILEIRO –
BEFORE BREAKFAST, OF COURSE…
(395 m) and Corcovado (711 m), atop which stands the
spectacular statue of Christ. Almost as impressive are
the tricks that Jaime Rodrigues performs on his surfboard at 6 a.m. every morning near the famous Ipanema
beach. The 45-year-old MOTOREX MOTO LINE importer
for Brazil keeps himself fit with this daily surfing workout.

Photo: KTM J. van Oers

CYRIL DESPRES WINS 2010 DAKAR RALLY
Having won two daily stages of the 32nd Dakar Rally
and held the overall leader's position since the third
stage, Frenchman Cyril Despres went on to win the 2010
event on a KTM. His lead over second-placed Pal Anders
Ullevalseter from Norway, also on a KTM, was 1 hour
2’52. Following on from 2005 and 2007, this achievement marks the Andorra-based rider’s third overall win,
while in the makers’ rankings KTM can now boast nine
Dakar Rally victories and an unbeaten record that
stretches back to 2001.
As technical partner for lubrication technology,
MOTOREX lubricants also put in an outstanding performance on the grueling 9,000-kilometer trek across
Argentina and Chile. MOTOREX would like to congratulate the overall winner in the motorcycle category and
Austrian racing bike manufacturer KTM on their
achievements in the 2010 Dakar Rally.

OTTOREX
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SHARP!

THE NEW OFFICIAL SWISS ARMY KNIFE WITH MOTOREX LOGO

ED
LIMIT ON
EDITI

The new tool of the Swiss Army, now available to everyone. Big one-handed lock-blade. Combined with a
Philips and ﬂat-head screwdriver, can opener, bottle opener, saw and more. Larger and more versatile than
its predecessor, with a special grip.
Purchase the Original Swiss Army Knife with the Motorex logo today! For a limited time only while supplies last.
Article No.: 450630

For your order, please use the card in the center of this magazine. Please ask your MOTOREX importer about the availability,
price and delievery time of the above article. Thank you.

HE LOVES DIFFICULT CUSTOMERS.
IT’S MORE FUN TO EXCEED THEIR
EXPECTATIONS.

Thomas Frisch, Technical Director Fischer AG Precision Spindles

WHY DO YOU THINK
HE SWEARS BY US?
Just how much Fischer’s products are in demand is clear from the moment you visit the company’s
website: apart from English, French and German, there are also versions in Chinese and Japanese. No
wonder: the precision spindles developed by Technical Director Thomas Frisch are among the best in
the industry. Striving to attain international standards: that’s something MOTOREX also stands for. And
why we are precisely the right partner for Fischer. Find out more about how our oils are helping companies from a wide range of industries establish leading positions for themselves: www.motorex.com

